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1  Introduction 

 

Context 

In anticipation of the European Forum on Urban Forestry 2017 in Barcelona, a core group of EFUFers 
have been discussing the state of Urban Forestry in Europe. It seems that Urban Forestry has been too 
underrepresented  and disconnected in Europe. While the European Forum on Urban Forestry has 
hosted annual Forums for the past 19 years, that’s not enough to fill the void that the rest of the year 
leaves. Given the growing prominence of Urban Forestry in dealing with urban quality-of-life and climate 
change issues, the core group decided to increase the presence of EFUF through a web-driven Urban 
Forest network, connecting the diverse disciplines that Urban Forest planning, design and management 
embraces. 

 

Questionnaire and response rate 

In order to determine the direction that such a web presence should take, a short questionnaire was 
created to assess the ideas of professionals, who have an interest in Urban Forestry. This report pre-
sents the major findings from the survey. 

The survey is based on an online-questionnaire, which is structured in 3 parts and 21 questions. It took 
approximately 20 minutes to fill out. 

The questionnaire was sent out in January and closed in March 2017. It was sent to 677 professionals 
from Africa, Asia, Australia, Europe, Northern and Southern America. The survey registered 276 visits 
(41%); 170 people responded completely (response-rate of 25%). 82% of the respondents are working 
in Europe. 
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2  About the respondents 

2.1  Gender 

38% of the respondents are female. 

Figure 1: The respondents gender (question 1). 

 

2.2  Level of education 

48% of the respondents have a master degree. 

Figure 2: “What is your level of education?” (question 2). 

 

2.3  Professional experience 

25% of the respondents consider their professional experience as “early career”. 

Figure 3: “How would you describe your professional experience?” (question 3). 
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2.4  Thematic focus 

72% of the respondents indicate „Urban Forestry“ as their thematic focus. 

Figure 4: “Please indicate which professional or voluntary category you place yourself in: What is your 
thematic focus” (question 4, several answers allowed). 

36 persons checked off „Other thematic focus“; the answers are shown in the table below. 

Table 1: Respondents who answered to „Other“ (question 4). 
Answers  

Landscape and conservation planning; Sustainable management of natural resources; Forest Ecosystem Services; Environ-
mental Management; Plant Protection 

Forest pedagogy; Environmental education in nature; environmental education; education 

Public Health; Pediatric neurology; Regeneration; Public Health MPH health and environment 

horticulturist, urban parks; Horticulture, teaching; professional gardener 

urban landscape engineering; Landscape Urbanism, Natural Flood Management; Green infrastructure planning 

urban forest and green infrastructure policy and governance; policy analysis 

Forest certification; Managment of urban green, certification of urban green 

community forestry 

Expertise in Urban green structure development 

Forestry Entomologist 

Inventory services 

Forest genetics 

City Govenmrnt; City Government 

geographical information systems 

Air pollution controls 

tree ecophysiology 

Social forest monitoring 

University Education 

project assisstant 
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2.5  Field of activity 

45% of the respondents are working in science and research. 

Figure 5: “Please indicate in which sector/field of activity you are working.” (question 5, several answers 
allowed). 

9 persons answered with “Other” (see following table). 

Table 2: Respondents who indicated other fields of activity (question 5). 
Answers  

UN Organization 

programme of activity to deliver long term plan 

Forest certification 

Business Improvement District 

Royal Chartered Institute 

Software 

study of sustainable development 

Private Company 

administration in science company 
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2.6  Location 

82% of the respondents are actually working in Europe. 

Figure 6: “In which area of the world is your primary field of activity?” (question 6). 

 

2.7  Comments about the background 

38 respondents had other comments about their background (see table 3). 

Table 3: “Other comments about your Background?” (question 7). 
Answers  

I have worked in arboriculture and forestry since 1978. I have been an arboricultural consultant in southern England since 
2003.  
In 2011 I wrote a book about trees in towns and cities in UK called Urban Trees. 

Forestry background. 

I'm freelance forest engineer 

My previous work was primarily in Europe (and Asia), but due to a recent move I now focus on North America 

Applied scince and research ; linking goverment academia and practice 

Many years of dedication to international Cooperation about urban green structure, parks and recreation. 

I am a Forest communicator (journalist); I got a M.Sc. degree in agroforestry and a M.Sc. degree in forestry 

The main focus of the research is to support and promote the multi-discipline approaches and to provide as much as possible 
the empirical studies and results. 

I am a European project manager working in projects related to forests, environment, sustainable management, biomass and 
civil protection. 

interested in trees and soil in all facets.fond of efuf 

Option 6 should be multiple. Also North America. 

For the moment I'm a PhD student in the field of Forestry. 

Urban Forest management daily 

working with forest ownesr within urban forest; - educating youth about forest and forest ecosistem 

I have a B.Sc. Forest Resources Technology 

The areas of work choices reflect the whole ethos of my upbringing and lifestyle choices - from awareness at a very young age 
to the present and hopefully into a future.  
The academic dimensions were/ are a natural progression coupled with a wish help others understand and appreciate their 
ultimate reliance on the natural world. 

I am an Applied Entomologist wanting to be involved in pest management of urban forestry anywhere in the world; especially 
from a incursion and biosecurity perspective. 

ISA Certified Arborist & TRAQ; Science Delivery & regional technical support 

I am a forester/ Global change manager 

15 years consulting in timber / wood; 3 year consulting in urban trees 

board member of Bomen Beter Beheren, the flemish professional organisation on arboriculture. 
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My background is in forestry. Currently I work for a urban planning company in Bucharest as a nature consultant promoting 
greener cities in Romania. In June 2016, with 12 members, we founded a research institute for nature and forestry related 
matters in the Carpathian city of Fagaras. The concept is to expose problems and promote good governance through sound 
research. 

Question 6 should be multiple choice. I also work in North America and Europe. 

Pubic Health Science woking in knowledge translation - moving research into policy 

Research on European forest genetic monitoring system; Laboratory assistant in genetics 

Writing master's degree in urban forestry-UHI islands 

I have a degree in Commerce and worked in Investment Banking for a number of years first. 

forestry and nature conservation BSc 

ISA Certified arborist and ISA TRAQ (tree risk assessment qualification)credential. 

Other achievements are: 
- A book entitled: the effect of urban trees on the climate by Lambert Academic Publishing House 
- Eleven articles have been published on international journals and another two ones are under publication 
- Participate in the first environmental conference in Khartoum (February 2016), and in the African ESP conference in Nairobi 
(November 2016) 
- My submission is accepted in: 
> Tree, people and environment conference in UK (April 2017) 
> Climate change conference in UK (April 2017) 

Close-to-nature forestry 

other interest and experience apart from tree physiology: 
- plant ecology and roots-mycorrhizal ecology, as well as ecosystem fluxes of C and N 
- current studies of sustainable development with Focus on biodiversity in urban Areas and science communication 
(currently not working in science, aim to Focus on applied science such in the field of urban forestry/ecology) 

I am the community relations manager, i am incharge of creating awareness about climate change, conservation and how 
REDD project works. I am also incharge of making sure benefits are shared equally within the community 

45 years working in all aspects of forestry - in particular forest pathology and entomology. 

My background is on agriculture and forestry, specialized in Plant Protection and Mycology 

Agribusiness, Youth advocacy in agriculture, Agriculture and rural development. 

Facilitating urban green infra structure. 

Founding chief executive of National Urban Forestry Unit, UK; Member of two separate COST Actions on urban forestry 
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3  About the European Forum on Urban Forestry EFUF 

3.1  Attendance of forums 

32% of the respondents visited two or more forums so far. 

Figure 7: “The European Forum on Urban Forestry (EFUF) has hosted 19 forums in as many years. 
How many forums did you attend so far?” (question 8). 

3.2  Were the forums informative? 

96% of the respondents, that attended already a forum, found it informative. 

Figure 8: “If you attended one or more forums, did you find it informative? And did it help to broaden 
your knowledge of urban forestry.” (question 9) 

3.3  Interest to future forums 

61% of the respondents intend to attend a future forum. 

Figure 9: “Do you intend attending a future EFUF?” (question 10) 
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3.4  Reasons for not attending a future forum 

A third of those, who said, the wouldn’t attend a future forum, mentioned the costs as main reason. 

Figure 10: “If your answer to question 10 was no, please give us the reason why?” (question 10, several 
answers allowed) 

There were 17 other comments to question 11 (see table below). 

Table 4: “If you answer to question 10 was no, please give us the reason why (several answers al-
lowed)?”. 

Answers  

I am a west coast US resident 

Plabbed to go to Ljubliana, as a presenter, ran out of time 

I am interested to participate if I find sponsor to cover my expenses 

It mostly depends on projects' funding and so far, I cannot see how much is the fee at http://efuf2017.amb.cat/# 

The timings of EFUF 2016 and 2017 clashed with other commitments due to Bank Holiday in UK 

I am concious that my place should now be taken by a younger person who cantake the research and enthusiasm to wider 
audiences as mine diminish . 

Not in the country. 

No interes 

Flight from America plus lodging is too expensive for me. 

not considered essential to my job. 

I will like to, but don't know if my employer will accept 

Bad timing for last event 

Though its very expensive i would like to attend if i get someone to fund me 

I would have attended the one in Ljubliana as a spaker, however I had to stay home because of an incident at work. 

3.5  Other comments about EFUF in general 

36 respondents had other comments about EFUF in general. 

Table 5: “Other comments about EFUF in general?” (question 12) 
Answers  

EFUF has been a fantastic forum for me to expand my network of urban-forest scholars and practitioners, and to permit me to 
share some of our Canadian urban-forest experiences and study results with a dominantly European crowd. 

EFUF is an excellent network and I love it's inclusive spirit 

It is the most informative event related to urban forestry, especially because of the experts that can be met there. Also the 
atnosphere is plesent, especially for young researchers and students who can easily approach senior experts 

i'd like to be more involved in a network 

It was actually the topics of the Ljubliana Congress that made me aware of urban forestry as an approach to uran green struc-
ture. So I bought myself an American book on Urban Forstry to try and understand if this was different form traditional ap-
proaches to urban green structure planning and development. I also answered the call for paper, and intended to present my 
city's Development over 50 years. 
So let us put it like this: I found EFUF like Family. This is really about urban green structure, nanture Conservation i urban en-
vironment and recreation, Nature based Solutions; all the things we care about in planning, facilitating and maintaining urban 
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green structure. 
However, like many other organizations in the field, it is small. A Cooperation With other international Associations would 
maybe be wise. 

EFUF provides a great opportunity for the researchers of different levels and fields of interest to share their knowledge and 
exchange the experiences. 

I might pay for attending efuf my self 

Could encourage more non-European participants to make it a more international event. 

It is very informative and it helps in improving the knowledge regarding urban trees and their importance on city environment. 

I think there could be more practionist experiences and their aspects . I think now there is too much scientific aspects. I some-
times have difficulties link these scientific aspects to my frame. Im a urban forest planner. 

Great community! 

I've found it a really useful Forum for hearing about both research and practice relating to Urban Forestry both in Europe and 
from further afield. Sometimes some of the academic research presented is less relevant to my role, but none the less inter-
esting. 

More scholarship opportunities should be provided to enable participants developing countries to part take. 

EFUF/ COST was a timely meeting at the beginning, of a group of diverse 
( in so many ways!) professionals with concerns for a diminution of the natural environment which they sought to bring to the 
attention of a wider political audience. The desire to take examples of good practice to share with local , regional, national and 
ultimately multi-national bodies exceeded the personal, academic aggrandizement . The willing co-operation and inclusivity at 
this start set a brilliant stage for the acceptance of Urban Forestry in all its complexities. 

I have access material (on-line) that was associated with EFUF forums 

More publicity should be made of the forums 

It is very informative 

They are not so well known by other players in this field, like organisations, but also governmental agency's 

registration fee is too expensive to reach broader audience, especially for (South) East Europe participants 

I was very fortunate to attend my first EFUF in Ljubliana last year. EFUF seems like a small and highly experienced commu-
nity of like-minded people united by the knowledge that urban forestry is underrepresented. 

I am interested in the organisation, but time to find out more has been limited recently 

It is costly to attend EFUF in Europe, but it's worth it! I've had a blast every time I go, and it's a great opportunity to connect 
with people in Europe. At times I find it too European-centred, but then again that's kind of the point. I would like it to have a 
more international scope, and opportunities to connect and network with other projects worldwide. 

I am mainly interested in the relationship between the urban forest and human health (including climate change links) and ur-
ban planning, particularly vulnerable populaitons and neighbourhoods. 

The EFUF network has been of great value, and has enlarged somewhat over the years. The good thing over recent years 
has been the significant increase in younger folk getting involved / attending the Conferences, as well as the 'old timers'. This 
can only be good for the expansion of the concept of urban forestry. 

I think there are a few mediterraneam subjects representation 

I would love to attend, but living in the USA, the distance puts financial restraints on me. However, I do plan on attending 
eventually. 

These are very informative but less practical. 

This years EFUF has lost its connection to the practical fields. It appeals to be purely for scientists and abandons the original 
idea of being a platform of scientists, administrators and practitioners. 

At the end of may there are many more events.. 

I actually attended the Swiss Forum ArboCitynet privately, not the international EFUF, since my work up to now was not spe-
cifically related to urban trees.  
As far as I remember, the EFUF did not provide to much space for ecophysiologists. 

Its a very nice platform which we are able to learn from other and get to know the best forest management practices 

Not sure what it does, who takes part in it....does it just hold these conferences? 

I will appreciate if participants from developing countries of Africa are supported financially- Full or partial, to attend the confer-
ence. 

Very interesting approaches to urban green structure 

More tree officers would benefit from attending but current public funding in the UK is such that this is unfortunately unlikely to 
happen. 

The most successful Forums have achieved a good balance between research and practice. Need to be aware that practition-
ers need to learn of practical solutions to problems. 
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4  About the future of EFUF 

4.1  How often should the forum take place? 

72% of the respondents think, the forum should be held annually. 

Figure 11: “Until now the forum took place once a year. What do you think, how often should the forums 
be Held?” (question 13) 

 

4.2  Purposes of the forums 

Sharing of knowledge and exchange between science and practice are considered very important. 

Figure 12: “Supporters of EFUF are discussing a potentially larger role for EFUF. Please indicate the 
importance of the following purposes of the Forums.” (question 14). 
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4.3  Comments on other purposes 

29 respondents commented “other purposes”. 

Table 6: “If you indicated in question 14 "Other purpose" as important, please share your arguments.” 
(question 15) 

Answers  

Developing project ideas 

informed also ordinary people about new strategy tested 

Educating the public and demonstrating the value of trees. 
Publishing the country's tree management specifications and best practices so the consumer can help guide the tree care 
work 

Facilitate exchange between/ bringing together science and local/ national /regional policy / decision makers. 

more information helps me being more creative in finding solutions 

Involving politicians as to emphazise the importance of urban forestry for its many reasons and benefits 

Influence public policies. 
Public education about urban forestry. 

Practionist role/aspects should be wider. There should be more practionists experiences, aspects etc. 

sharing knowladge and networking between education and health 

more emphasis on practice related research; survey the need of practicioners and promote research to investigate those 
themes 

Influencing policy and practice 

meeting colleagues 

N/A 

leading From Q12....... 
Although the 3 sections above are a major role for EFUF . It Will be necessary for some years, possibly decades to promote 
the concept of 'Urban Forestry'. PROMOTION OF U.F. 
Whilst it is cautious optimism to think the idea has been grasped in the present time , it will be necessary to promote it to a 
wide range of professionals in health, social, financial, etc forestry, plant & soil, climate science, at community and government 
levels which needs an umbrella organisation ,EFUF, to inspire. 
lt will necessitate inviting people in from these fields & not to seek exclusivity in a tight, exclusive membership. 

Important to establish contacts and networks with like minded colleagues from all around the world. Important when dealing 
with pests and diseases of exotic trees. 

Make Urban Forestry more known to common people and municipalities. 

#13 & #14 - biannual international forums with "continent-based" smaller events in off years (North America, South America, 
Northern Europe, Eastern Europe, Mediterranean, Asia (S. Korea, Japan, northern China), etc) - maybe EFUF could provide 
guidance/material to support those - could possibly attract a wider audience & focus or approach topic s with a more "local" 
POV 

supporting al kind of organisations who try to put UF and wider, greener ; city's on the political agenda; giving them the neces-
sary arguments to do so; Expanding the professional network, not only on a personal base, but also in giving a kind of forum 
towards organisations 

Another purpose of EFUF is that it can create directives and ready-use guidelines for any stakeholder active in the urban (for-
estry) sphere. Urban forestry seems to be a collection of professions. If EFUF can establish itself as an entity for promoting 
urban forestry it can be consulted and become a stakeholder itself. Perhaps EFUF can be a sort of WWF on behalf of the hu-
man-to-nature relationship in the urban setting. 

Extending the influence of urban forestry 

Outreach to health professionals - organize a session that is relevant (i.e ecohealth) so that they can help bring UF research 
into public health policy. 

The concept of landscape urbanism is gaining ground - not the terrible ideas that were around in the USA in the '80s, but a 
genuinely Euro-version of the concept. This brings together UF, landscape architecture, green/blue/grey infrastructures in to 
one centre stage concept, as the prime driver of urban futures. UF has a key role to play in this, if it wants to. 

I thinks it's important to include local city/township planners and engineers in these discussions about Urban Forestry: to cap-
ture the intersection between planning, and then building roads/sidewalks, including street furniture - providing in advance for 
a healthy Urban Forest. Planning for a healthy Urban Forest from the very beginning of the zoning/permitting, etc. processes. 

More networking and professional exchange between all fields of EFUF. More focus on applied science and practical applica-
tion of knowledge. 

It is important to keep older professionals up to date with changes and get the younger ones into the group so that they be-
come used to meeting and discussing / staying on top of the new information and any issues of the time. 

getting to know first hand other contexts 

Should work with other bodies in each country; at present it seems to be independent of the main bodies in the UK and others 
in Europe. Its events don't seem well coordinated with other events. 

N/A 

Providing a Europe-wide database of examples of good practice and local contacts 
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4.4  Importance of elements for a possible EFUF association 

Working Groups are considered as very important. 

Figure 13: “If an EFUF association is set up what are your recommendations concerning a structure for 
it? Please indicate the importance of the following elements.” (question 16). 

4.5  Web presence 

Dissemination of information and advocating urban forestry are indicated as very important. 

Figure 14:  “What should an EFUF association web presence provide? What should the purpose of such 
a platform be? Please indicate how important the following purposes are for you.” (question 17) 
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4.6  Role of a potential EFUF association 

Figure 15: “If an EFUF association is set up what roles do you think it should perform. Please indicate 
the importance of the following elements.” (question 18). 

4.7  Benefits of a membership approach 

The benefits of  a membership approach are considered in providing contacts and good examples and 
in early access to new knowledge. 

Figure 16: If an EFUF association used a membership approach, what benefits would you expect to 
receive in return for membership fees? (question 19) 
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4.8  About a membership fee 

Figure 17: “What price range would you be comfortable supporting a future EFUF association (annual 
membership fee)?” (question 20) 

17 respondents commented “other” (see table below). 

Table 7: “What price range would you be comfortable supporting a future EFUF association (annual 
membership fee)?” - comments to “Other”. 

Answers  

Not certain of the market in the UK 

It depends the services are given back. 50 euro as basis, or 100 if there are discounts in participating at fairs, free training 
course, receive publications, etc 

100 EUR - 150 EUR 

it is priceless if one can save money managing a forest, so with a good program the price range can be well over €100,- 

Dues free for foresters from developing countries who are not in the position to pay membership dues.. 

2 rates , student and professional with discretionary burseries 

please consider an alternate rate for developing countries 

anything below 100€ seems very acceptable 

It would have to depend on what membership entailed 

would be difficult to charge a membership fee without substantive benefits such as affiliate discounts etc 

I am not sure of what a conference would cost to attend in Europe. 

10€ 

not sure of euopean translation for american dolloar. 

Should be priced according to economic status of participating countries 

I will support when i get finances 

it's unclear what you would be charging for 

Need tiered personal and institutional membership (see Clive Davies' discussion paper, June 2016) 

4.9  Other comments and suggestions 

40 respondents had other comments and suggestions (see table below). 

Table 8: “ Any other comments and suggestions?” (question 21). 
Answers  

Go, EFUF Association! I'll be a charter member. Peter Duinker 

From the perspective of the UK I see a great need for Urban Forestry to be recognised as a valid voice in urban development. 
The whole framework of urban development is complex and trees are so easily are forgotten. The skills within our sector need 
to be known over a much wider spread of industries and specialisations. 
I find I am dealing with site issues routinely and I'm not aware of any strategic approach that includes trees being taken by 
developers or local authorities. 

A very interesting initiative. I wish you all the best. 

good luck! 
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Receive input from other organizations from areas they have gaps before proceeding. Proceed with a partnership and collabo-
rative manner that builds constituency with other existing organizations. Avoid politics between groups. 

I'd like to see the new platform and the future association reflecting EFUF as it is, now. A forum of top experts that make you 
feel welcome. 

Keep up with a good work! 

very very very good initiative. i will support and promote it. if i can be of help, let me know 

It would be such a big help in promoting Urban Forestry in the different countries. 
And such a big help for my further development on the subjects of UF 

Please establish the association as soon as possible. 

For me as urban forest planner, EFUF has sometimes been too scientific. I sometimes have been difficulties understand 
where is a link between scietific aspects and practionists aspects. So in future, I hope that there is more practionist aspects 
and the scientific part is more "near the forest" so that you can make conclusions of them. 

19. If an EFUF association used a membership approach, what benefits would you expect to receive in return for membership 
fees? * newletters or journal/magazine/periodical (f. ex. biannual) 

carry on! 

reduced fees for UFUG? 

In the membership fee include annual subscription for relevant UG/UF magazines. 

offer practice related research or i.g. mediation for subsidised research 

Beware of charging as you may lose members from countries that already have established associations or just can't afford 
the fees. If you do charge make sure their are real benefits to supporting the organisation. 

Placing some emphasis on foresters from developing countries. 

Parts of this questionnaire, Q. 17 onwards, are difficult to answer within the parameters given as the short- term answers, if 
not carefully managed, may cause problems in the long-term. Hopefully sufficient returns will allow for discussion. 
EFUF will, like any organisation, only be as strong as its participants. Going forward my only plea would be to maintain a diver-
sity of participants at the future gatherings and to remain welcoming and open-minded. 

#19.1 - with on-line use of Google Scholar and others NOT that important; 19.3 - Early access should be universally available 
to UF professionals regardless of EFUF member status; Site & membership should support expanded professionalism and UF 
management programs that adopt the best/latest standards & BMPs; 18.5 "Promote professional development" should proba-
bly be more "local"; And as other answers indicate, a more International reach would make it attractive to me (US/North Amer-
ica) - although my employer would never permit/pay for Int'l travel - I would be on my own and could possible make bi-annual 
of interest and certainly more regional (like if one was held in Canada). 

Consider changing the date of EFUF to a less busy time of year for forestry activities (Fall or EARLY spring). Difficult to attend 
when the conference is always at the very beginning of busy season. 

As a UK citizen, I would hope that we would still be welcome after"brexit" 

increased access to project proposal consortiums as expected benefit from membership 

I hope the EFUF will assume a much larger role in green development. Urban forestry is not a niche field anymore, it could be 
helped by EFUF to become a full stakeholder in the future. No shortage of expertise in the community.I consider the member-
ship fee a contribution to the promotion of the profession of the urban forester.  
Regardless of membership, information, forum participation and research material should be freely accessible for everyone. 

EFUF association is a good idea, but it shouldn't replicate efforts already being spent in these areas elsewhere, such as uni-
versities, training institutions, and the individual work future EFUF members are already doing. I think the idea of the website is 
far more practical, and platforms to exchange information are one of the key things here. However, I think we live in a world 
overwhelmed by information, and just having another RSS feed and list of news it's just too much to digest. But keep it up! 

Deepen the health link and outreach to fields/practitioners outside of forestry i.e EcoHealth, OneHealth etc. 

Great idea to start thinking of EFUF Futures - there is no creativity in 'business as usual'. Well done! 

individual membership max 50€ 
sociéty membership 200€ 

We are yet to have any similar association in Australia. Given that it is an emerging industry in Australia, as professionals we 
look internationally to seek updated research, entry into discussion forums and up-skilling opportunities. I feel that the EFUF 
has the capacity to provide a well respected brand for an industry group here in Australia and would give professionals like 
myself access to world class experts and thinking.  
Thanks for the opportunity to complete the survey. 

France really needs promotion (and comprehension) of Urban Forestry 

Can't wait to attend one year. Keep up the good work. 

Great to hold such conferences in urban forestry and discuss different means of management and conservation or even the 
best ways of plantation, regeneration, protection and caring of such resource.  
I suggest to: 
Provide free accommodation and excursions  
Reduce the registration fees to all members to quarter (1/4) 

Women should be accepted in the board, not only men. 

Possibility to join and participate in Projects also without Affiliation to a Research Institute.  
As an early- or mid-career scientist the Problem of non-permanent employment often creates barriers for accessing or continu-
ing Networks such as expensive conferences or Memberships.  
Rather than providing another web-platform (overloaded) with many Information, it may be more efficient to provide discussion 
fora and Brainstorming or Project Workshops to promote interaction and development of ideas among interested People. 
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It would be nice if this Forum can also support people from developing countries to attend the conferences 

Your questions are unclear.....why can't you just work with an organisation such as ISA or at least build upon it? Why do you 
need to duplicate what is already going on? Your questinnaire has forced me to answer all questions so I have had to enter 
answers that I don't believe! 

Success! 

All the best... 

American, Canadian and Australian contributions to previous Forums have been very informative and enjoyable. Occasional 
inter-continental study tours or hosting EFUF in another continent from time to time might be worth consideration? 
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